Go Course XVII to study government

(Continued from page 4) For much of the Institute out- side of Course VI has a lot to offer students, both in expertise in computers and electronics, and in other disciplines crucially needed by our society. To some extent, that is what these major columns of space are about. It is course fare you are reading these columns with close manip- ulation, but that is politics.

And that is my cheap introduc- tion into one of the many unduly utilized departments at MIT, Course XVII, the Department of Political Science. Our politicians Mr. BB (no relation to the gun) and Roll-on for Nuclear Under- utilization, but that is politics. particularly interested in defense- course I lure you into reading bored.

of the nice things about Course Ed Meese is to Attorneys General thinks that without kitchens the commons do not have kitchens see it that way. Three of the four pages are so patently ridiculous which find their way onto these columns, and analyses on the lo- cal and presidential primary elec- tions, and "Reforms in US nucle- ar industry recommended" you from majoring in Course XVII if you happen to be one of the multitude of students who are in the majority. But you read it regularly anyway be- cause, to paraphrase a famous MIT student playwright, you would rather be disregarded than bored.

"MIT" is a Course XVII major particularly interested in defense- related matters. In fact, every morning he uses Nuclear Test Ban Roll-on (for Nuclear Under- Arms Control). Scary about that.

Mr. BB (no relation to the gun) is the source of this column's Least Insignificant Bit of Educa- tion (LIBEL). Here is the LIBEL, Mr. BB in Course XVII: He came back from a mul- tiple-choice test in American war is winnable. the LIBEL of Mr. BB in Course Political Science. Our politicians Mr. BB (no relation to the gun) Course XVII, the Department of Arms Control. Sorry about that. utilized departments at MIT, Ban Roll-on for Nuclear Under-

ation government

(Continued from page 4) is discrimination against males, parece, and others. It is inflation. It is as if the discriminating is income classes over the last few years; that is a column in itself. This is not to say that a subtle phenomenon. One of the nice things about Course XVII is this that it is so small that most of the students majoring in it may become one another. the fact that you might get to know past, present, and future

four, a little red sign does not say "bacon on commons." The bacon is still there — and it is good. According to Food Service, a commons breakfast can contain "eggs, one entrée, meat or sec- ond entrée." As it turns out, the problem is there is a choice. Out of four weekend mornings, the little "sausage" once, and "no meat on commons" twice. So half of the time there are only two entrees on commons: pancakes and french toast. Anyone who can stomach both at one sitting has a stronger gut than I. This phenomenon is not con- fined to breakfast, or to Lobdell. Another sign says that an en-
tree is "not on commons," that is inflation, because your commons point will not buy what it should. Forced commons is an abomi-

non sequitur.

To the Editor:

write in response to Professor Louis Kampf's poor attempt to justify his recent remarks to a member of the MIT Zionist Alli-

Zionist group holds pro-

Kampf claims that the remark ("Why don't you people get off my back?"") was intended as an "angry, ironic reflection? Perhaps what is most ironic about the incident is the parallel between it and Jesse Lent"

fifteen point program, and "to escalate the PLO representative visit on cam-

sions, and "Reforms in US nucle-

I am a Zionist because I sup-

Furthermore, I resent being called a "nietown") was made in private,

The Tech

"ensue to which my organ of

myself properly. This is a

nator on the West Bank. I, however, do not agree with every editor of the Israeli government (for example, the Likud's policy on West Bank settlements), I am not exactly overjoyed that one-third of sahlan's economy is devoted to de-

defense, and I do not personally re-

ject the possibility of Palestinian autonomy on the West Bank (a possibility which is mentioned in the Camp David accords). Kampf is therefore wrong on at least three counts.

I am a Zionist because I sup-

participant in exile, the State of Israel and peaceful coexistence with its Arab neigh-

I have no further comment to the.passionate speech that Kampf's depiction, since I am a Zionist and a Jew, I unequivocally support all Israeli rights to the land of Israel and an aut-

"I am a Zionist because I sup-

"This is not a criticism. It is a mere
eulogy, under a thin disguise of
critical philosophy, for the attrib-

"BEAT IT, KID. THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE A BEAUTY CONTEST!"

Column/V. Michael Bove

Criticism was off base

I am a Zionist because I sup-

fifteen point program, and "to escala-
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